ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
This document describes, Network security issues are the highest priority of all network clients or users who want to secure their information and data. The network security issues are key concern for all businesses that would like to keep the verification, they are usually dealing with under restrict privacy. These security issues are not recent. When we want to send information from senders to recipients, the data transition has been prone to, the attacks in order to undercut the protection of useful data and information. In real meaning, these attacks are the outcome of strong opposition. As a matter of fact the network security problems are associated with computerized solutions. These computerized solutions are remarkable background. As long as information has some value, it is undeniably prone to attack.
Today the networks are rapidly expanding and the core issue is security. There are different levels of security like OS level, network level and session etc. Every one wants to secure his data, information and session. In this paper we are going to discuss few secure session key exchange methods and present a new method called DSKE. In a session key exchange each client need end to end session security and reliable communication. Now a days each and every user is connected to the internet and internet is a link/ connection between users/clients, devices and servers. This link is insecure that is why security is a key issue. Today 90% communication is switched over data network and this change is rapidly growing. The key exchange methods/ algorithms are one of the famous and known symmetric algorithms in the field of cryptography. There are different Session Key Exchange methods / algorithms Like Diffie-Hellman, Secure Hill Cipher Modifications and Key Exchange Protocol, Integration of Signature Encryption and Key Exchange, Secure Key Exchange and Encryption Mechanism for Ad Hoc Networks, Password Key Exchange Protocol. But every one has some weakness like insecure, huge calculation, slow and complex. We are trying to overcome these problems.
The Dynamic Session Key Exchange (DSKE) Method is computationally attractive as using multiplication of a key matrix. Our method has several advantages such as masquerading letter frequencies using matrix. The key exchange method is one of the well-designed ways of establishing secure communication between couple of users by using a session key. The session key, which is exchanged between two users, guarantee the secure communication for later sessions. The first practical key exchange method is proposed by Diffie-Hellman [1] . Since the introduction of key exchange method by Diffie-Hellman, a variety of versions and enhancement in key exchange method have been developed. In the line of key exchange method based key exchange mechanism achieved attention due to its complexity, dynamic security and wide range of applicability. In This method we take two S-Boxes S1 and S2. S1 is secret and S2 is chosen / taken from standard S2 box. S2 Standard box is open for all. S1 is very secret; only two users understand this box. Using of these two S-Boxes, we can exchange session key between two users. 
PROPOSED DESIGN
There are many session key exchange methods and algorithms but the most popular method use private and public key. In conventional Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), there is an essential to provide guarantee to the client about the relationship between a public key and the public key authority of the corresponding private key. In practice there are many challenges which are facing PKI like distribution of certificates, Storage and revocation. In order to solve the above problem, certificateless Public Key Cryptography (CL-PKC) was introduced.
The new prototype called Self-Generated-Certificate Public Key cryptography without pairing (SGC-PKC) proposed by J. Lai and W. Kou [2] to protect the above attack while preserving all advantages of Certificateless Public Key Cryptography. In [3] , this paper writer proves that Lai and Kou's method cannot defend against a type of middle attack. In order to solve this problem to propose a new SGC-PKE method by giving small difference to the original method.
Therefore and propose a rescue SGC-PKE scheme by giving little change to the original scheme [4] . The USA Department of Defence developed HAIPE (The High Assurance Internet Protocol Encryptor) having compliant gateways to communicate securely over un-trusted networks. In [5] this paper created automated security association by using Internet Key Exchange (IKE) and HIPEs mutually.
In Off-line password guessing the hacker first guess password and then verifies it online. In this method the hackers bypass the server. Therefore server can not verify the attack. Ding and Hoster proposed [6] , in their paper on line and offline guessing attacks on Stener's Protocol. There are many password based efficient key exchange protocols. The Bellovin and Merrit first proposed (PAKE) two Party key exchange protocols [7] . After that Steiner et al [8] in his paper proposed the 3-party protocol. Two type of improved three party protocol proposed by Lin et al [9] .One type used with server and other without server. Chang and Chang [10] proposed without server novel 3-party encrypted key exchange method and claim that this method is efficient and secure. But Yoon and Yoo claim an undetectable password guessing attack on their method [11] and proposed new method which avoid these attacks. Further Lo, Yes proposed an enhance method which handles undetectable password guessing attacks [12] .Some new techniques are also introduced like "Security Verification for Authentication and Key Exchange Protocols, Revisited" [17] , "New Framework for Efficient Password-Based Authenticated Key Exchange" [16] , "Multi-Factor Password-Authenticated Key Exchange" [19] and "An Efficient Four-Party Key Exchange Protocol for End-to-End Communications" [20] .
We proposed and alternative method for key exchange. In our method both users take any 3x3 or 4x4 or 5x5 box from S2 Box. Then select 3x3 or 4x4 or 5x5 S1 box which is hidden. After the selection / chosen of S1 and S2 Boxes, both parties decide two large prime numbers P and Q and third number n which is small. All the three numbers are secret. Both parties create their S1 Box using this method. S1 S100 S101 S102 S103 S104 S105 S110 S111 S112 S113 S114 S115 S120 S121 S122 S123 S124 S125 S130 S131 S132 S133 S134 S135 S140 S141 S142 S143 S144 S145 S150 S151 S152 S153 S154 S155 Figure 2 : S1 Box P=5, Q=29 and n=3 S100 = P mod Q 5 mod 29 = 5 S101 = Pn mod Q 53 mod 29 = 125 = 9 S102 = Pn+1 mod Q 54 mod 29 = 625= 16 S103 = Pn+2 mod Q 55 mod 29 = 3125= 22 S104 = Pn+3 mod Q 56 mod 29 = 15625= 23 S105 = Pn+4 mod Q 57 mod 29 = 78125= 28 S110 = P -n mod Q 5 -3 mod 29 = 2 S111 = P -2n mod Q 5-2(3) mod 29 = -1 =28 S112 = P -3n mod Q 5-3(3) mod 29 = -4 =25 S113 = P -4n mod Q 5-4(3) mod 29 = -7 =22 S114 = P -5n mod Q 5-5(3) mod 29 = -10 =19 S115 = P -6n mod Q 5-6(3) mod 29 = -13 =16 S120 = P + n mod Q 5+3 mod 29 =8 S121 = P + 2n mod Q 5+2(3) mod 29 = 11 S122 = P + 3n mod Q 5+3(3) mod 29 = 14 S123 = P + 4n mod Q 5+4(3) mod 29 = 17 S124 = P + 5n mod Q 5+5(3) mod 29 = 20 S125 = P + 6n mod Q 5+6(3) mod 29 = 23 S130 = P x 2 -n mod Q 5x2 -3 mod 29 = 7 S131 = P x 3 -n mod Q 5x3 -3 mod 29 = 12 S132 = P x 4 -n mod Q 5x4 -3 mod 29 = 17 S133 = P x 5 -n mod Q 5x5 -3 mod 29 = 21 S134 = P x 6 -n mod Q 5x6 -3 mod 29 = 27 S135 = P x 7 -n mod Q 5x7 -3 mod 29 = 32=3 S140 = P + 2 -n mod Q 5+2 -3 mod 29 = 4 S141 = P + 3 -n mod Q 5+3 -3 mod 29 = 5 S142 = P + 4 -n mod Q 5+4 -3 mod 29 = 6 S143 = P + 5 -n mod Q 5+5 -3 mod 29 = 7 S144 = P + 6 -n mod Q 5+6 -3 mod 29 = 8 S145 = P + 7 -n mod Q 5+7 -3 mod 29 = 9 S150 = P x 2 + n mod Q 5x2 + 3 mod 29 = 13 S151 = P x 3 + n mod Q 5x3 + 3 mod 29 = 18 S152 = P x 4 + n mod Q 5x4 + 3 mod 29 = 23 S153 = P x 5 + n mod Q 5x5 + 3 mod 29 = 28 S154 = P x 6 + n mod Q 5x6 + 3 mod 29 = 33= 4 S155 = P x 7 + n mod Q 5x7 + 3 mod 29 = 38= 9 S1 5  9  16  22 23 28  2  28  25  22 19 16  8  11  14  17 20 23  7  12  17  21 27 32  4  5  6  7  8  9  13 18 23 28 4 9
Figure 2: S1 Box
If we check S1 Box there are may repeated numbers. If we take large prime numbers P and Q then there is very less repeated numbers. Choose S1 Box has no repeated number. Now we take 3x3 S1 and S2 Boxes.
S1 S2
Both parties understand S1 and S2 boxes. When A send 17 to B, A send 3b to B. B receives 3b and understand as 17.
SECURITY ANALYSIS
The correctness of this method can be easily seen from the description of the method, it do synthetically achieve the goals of DH key agreement. And the security of the encryption depends on the p, q and n are at layer 1. The selection of S1 Box is at layer2. The selection S2 Box is at layer3. The p, q and n are selected for long time unless both parties feel insecurity of p, q and n. But layer 2 and layer 3 changes every session. In this method the security is presented in three layers. Let us see this scenario Bob wants to send 21 to Alice. On the other side Alice receives 4c and after using of S boxes we will get 21. If this session hacked the next session will be secured because they chose another number. In First Session S1 S2
User 1 4a User2 Send 21 receive 21
In Second Session the S1 box changes.
S1 S2
User 1 7d User2 Send 21 receive 21
Case II
In case the layer 1 and layer 2 are broken or hacked in a session. The session is secure. In next session layer2 and layer 3 changes so the next session will be secure. In First Session S1 S2 
Case III
In case only one layer is broken .The session is secure.
In the light of above three cases we analyze that if we decrease the time of changing layer1. The security of session key is highly secure. In this paper we present such security that depends upon both users.
APPLICATION AREAS
This method is used in any computer and network security area. Specially design for session key. This session key exchange method is dynamic, secure and fast. The utilization of this method is in every security related paradigm some of them are as under:
Clouds Security
Cloud computing is a service like shared databases, software, resources and information provided to devices and computers over an internet. Cloud Computing has many types some of them are public clouds 2, private clouds 3. In other words cloud computing is system in which clients can access or user remotely shared resources, databases, software and information. These services are very effective for businessmen, and layman. But there is a problem of security during a session [13, 14, 15] .
Grid Security
The term grid computing is used for collectively shared resources of PC from multiple domains and to achieve a common objective. GRID (Global Resource & Information Directory) is planned to make the Internet a secure and better place for a single, accurate and state-of-the-art for all users. There are three broad types of threats for smart grid Computing: to take down the grid, to compromise data confidentiality and to steal electrical service on that PC. End-to-end advanced security is required for grid computing [15] .
Distributed Data Security
In distributed computing more than one computer share their resources like processing power, hard disk (storage) and RAM to achieve their common goal. Distributed computing is to solve large computational problems in such a way that a group of network computers achieve their common goal for their work. Security of whole communication is the main issue, which is weak part.
Wireless Network Security
WiFi is a local WLAN (Wireless LAN), the coverage of WLAN is limited near about 40 meters. In WLAN all computers or devices are connected to each other over a wireless / radio 28  25  22  11  14  17   12  17  21   4d  5d  6d  5e  6e  7e   6f  7f  8f connectivity. WiMax is a WWAN (Wireless WAN) is connectivity between two cities over a radio link or satellite link. In wireless environment the major importance is mobility and major threat is security.
Next Generation Network Security
The next generation network is actually a wireless network. In which the main concept is mobility and service of network and all other services are available every where. Network security issues are the top priority of all who want to protect their data. Usually, network security issues are of major concern for all businesses that want to keep the affirmation they are usually dealing with under strict confidentiality. Session Initiation protocol SIP plays important role in NGN [18] . As a matter of fact the network security problems are associated with computerized solutions. These computerized solutions are remarkable background. There is lot of researcher work on security and security is a core issue of wireless networks, distributed computing, Cloud Computing, Grid and NGN.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present numerous Diffie-Hellman (DH) key exchange method. The DH modifications providing enhanced security and encryption quality than known ones. A method for secure key exchange similar to DH, but using dynamic session key exchange method instead of less secure and time-consuming calculation is also proposed. Our proposed method is more reliable then other key exchange methods.
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